AT CITY UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
THE FUTURE IS NOW.

WORLD’S TOP 100 IN 9 CONSECUTIVE YEARS
QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2016-2024

#4 THE WORLD’S MOST INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITIES 2023
#6 THE YOUNG UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2023
#16 THE ASIA UNIVERSITY RANKINGS 2023

RESEARCH EXCELLENCE

#1 IN HONG KONG AND ASIA HIGHLY CITED RESEARCHERS IN CLARIVATE 2022
#1 IN HONG KONG FOR 6 YEARS IN A ROW MOST US PATENTS GRANTED TO UNIVERSITIES BY THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF INVENTORS 2022
#1 IN HONG KONG FOR 3 YEARS IN A ROW INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF INVENTIONS GENEVA 2023
>180 WORLD RANKING TOP 2% SCIENTISTS’ LIST FACULTY MEMBERS ARE LISTED BY THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY 2022

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
#1 IN HONG KONG AND TAIWAN US NEWS & WORLD REPORT 2022
BUSINESS
#4 IN HONG KONG (#5 IN ASIA) UTD TOP 100 BUSINESS SCHOOL RANKINGS 2018-2022

MATHEMATICS
#3 IN HONG KONG AND TAIWAN (#21 IN ASIA) US NEWS & WORLD REPORT 2022
LINGUISTICS
#6 IN ASIA (#30 IN THE WORLD) QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS BY SUBJECT 2022
ASIA’S WORLD CITY

CHOOSE
HONG KONG

A truly international city, Hong Kong is a vibrant multicultural hub. A centre of global finance and trade, Hong Kong attracts students and professionals from all over the world to live and work in the heart of Asia.

• A COSMOPOLITAN CITY SURROUNDED BY LUSH MOUNTAINS AND IDYLIC ISLANDS
• A MODERN METROPOLIS WITH A RICH CULTURAL HISTORY
• AN INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT HUB AND AN IDEAL GATEWAY TO EXPLORE THE WONDERS OF ASIA

• GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH OVER 9,000 MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES HEADQUARTERED IN HONG KONG

CHOOSE
CITYU

• INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED FUTURE FOCUSED PROGRAMMES
• ENGLISH AS THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION
• WORLD-CLASS ACADEMIC FACULTY MEMBERS
• GLOBAL LEARNING AND STUDY ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
• IDEALLY LOCATED IN THE HEART OF THE CITY

• WELCOMING AND INTERNATIONALIZED STUDENT BODY
• HK TECH 300 BRINGING RESEARCH TO FRUITION. SEED FUND AVAILABLE TO ENTREPRENEURS AMONG CITYU STUDENTS
• CITYU TIGER PROGRAMME PRIVILEGEDS FOR TOP MINDS. PLEASE VISIT go.cityu.hk/g7kc3f
CITYU AT A GLANCE

9,200+ non-local students

400+ student exchange partner institutions

~1,200 in/out exchange students a year

From 80+ countries/regions

In 40+ countries/regions

Target to send 65% of students for international experiences

9 colleges & schools

English as the medium of instruction

40 countries for internships

40+ research centres

70% international academic faculty

JOINT BACHELOR’S DEGREE PROGRAMMES

CityU has established partnerships with six world-renowned universities and offers a variety of joint bachelor’s degree programmes. Students will earn two full bachelor’s degrees by spending two years at CityU, and another two years at one of our esteemed partner universities. CityU students who wish to be considered for the joint bachelor’s degree programmes must be enrolled in a 4-year degree programme for the majors concerned.

More information from Admissions Office, please visit cityu.edu.hk/admo/joint-bachelors-degree-programmes/overseas-universities
Common international qualifications (e.g. IB, GCE-A Level, and/or country specific qualifications) are accepted. A full list of entrance requirements available at https://www.cityu.edu.hk/admo/admissions/international-admissions

Applications are processed on a rolling-basis.

To apply for admission you will need the following:

- HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DIPLOMA
- HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT
- PUBLIC EXAMINATION (E.g. IB, SAT I, GCSE, GCEASL) RESULTS, IF AVAILABLE
- PROOF OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY (TOEFL/IELTS)*

*TOEFL Minimum score of 79 in the Internet-based test
*IELTS Minimum overall score of 6.5
*GCE Grade E or above in GCE AL/IAL or AS / IAS English Language, English Literature or English Language and Literature or Grade C / Grade 4 or above in GCSE/GCEOL English/English Language or English Literature

SCHOLARSHIPS*

TOP SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 185,000

FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 145,000

HALF TUITION SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 72,500

OTHER FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

DIVERSITY GRANT
HKD 30,000 per annum

OUTSTANDING ATHLETES ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Up to HKD 175,000 per annum

*Scholarships for 2024/25 may be subject to further updates. You will be automatically considered for a scholarship when you submit an application to CityU. Scholarships will be renewed annually based on the satisfaction of CGPA requirement (i.e. 3.4 or above).

*Top Scholarship covers annual tuition fee, university-managed accommodation for the first two years and partial living expenses.

OTHER FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

DIVERSITY GRANT
HKD 30,000 per annum

OUTSTANDING ATHLETES ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Up to HKD 175,000 per annum

Other funding opportunities supporting non-local students for engaging in outbound exchanges, global experiences, on-campus events and start-up activities are also available.

g. Available only for international students admitted from underrepresented nationalities. Top Scholarship recipients are not eligible to receive a Diversity Grant.
h. Outstanding student athletes who demonstrate their sports achievements at international or continental level can apply for the scholarship.

 comprehensive international qualifications (e.g. IB, GCE-A Level, and/or country specific qualifications) are accepted. A full list of entrance requirements available at [https://www.cityu.edu.hk/admo/admissions/international-admissions](https://www.cityu.edu.hk/admo/admissions/international-admissions)

Applications are processed on a rolling-basis.

To apply for admission you will need the following:

- HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATE / DIPLOMA
- HIGH SCHOOL TRANSCRIPT
- PUBLIC EXAMINATION (E.g. IB, SAT I, GCSE, GCEASL) RESULTS, IF AVAILABLE
- PROOF OF ENGLISH PROFICIENCY (TOEFL/IELTS)*

*TOEFL Minimum score of 79 in the Internet-based test
*IELTS Minimum overall score of 6.5
*GCE Grade E or above in GCE AL/IAL or AS / IAS English Language, English Literature or English Language and Literature or Grade C / Grade 4 or above in GCSE/GCEOL English/English Language or English Literature

SCHOLARSHIPS*

TOP SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 185,000

FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 145,000

HALF TUITION SCHOLARSHIP
HKD 72,500

OTHER FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

DIVERSITY GRANT
HKD 30,000 per annum

OUTSTANDING ATHLETES ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIP
Up to HKD 175,000 per annum

Other funding opportunities supporting non-local students for engaging in outbound exchanges, global experiences, on-campus events and start-up activities are also available.

g. Available only for international students admitted from underrepresented nationalities. Top Scholarship recipients are not eligible to receive a Diversity Grant.
h. Outstanding student athletes who demonstrate their sports achievements at international or continental level can apply for the scholarship.

Check more information from the Global Engagement Office, please visit cityu.edu.hk/international
Programmes of Study

College of Engineering
Pathway for Research, Innovation, and Multinational Engineering (Prime)
- Department of Advanced Design and Systems Engineering
- Intelligent Manufacturing Engineering B.Eng.
- Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering
- Architectural Engineering B.Eng.
- Civil Engineering B.Eng.
- Architecture and Surveying B.Sc.
- Department of Biomedical Engineering
- Biomedical Engineering B.Eng.
- Department of Computer Science
- Computer Science B.Sc.
- Department of Electrical Engineering
- Computer and Data Engineering B.Eng.
- Electronic and Electrical Engineering B.Eng.
- Information Engineering B.Eng.
- Department of Materials Science and Engineering
- Materials Science and Engineering B.Eng.
- Department of Mechanical Engineering
- Aerospace Engineering B.Eng.
- Mechanical Engineering B.Eng.
- Nuclear and Risk Engineering B.Eng.

Jockey Club College of Veterinary Medicine and Life Sciences
Bachelor of Veterinary Medicine
- Department of Biomedical Sciences
- Biological Sciences B.Sc.
- Biomedical Sciences B.Sc.

School of Creative Media
School of Creative Media
- Creative Media B.A.
- Creative Media B.Sc.
- New Media B.A.S.

School of Data Science
School of Data Science
- Data Science B.Sc.
- Data and Systems Engineering B.Sc.

School of Energy and Environment
School of Energy and Environment
- Environmental Science and Engineering B.Eng.
- Environmental Science and Engineering B.Eng. and Finance B.B.A.

School of Law
Bachelor of Laws (LLB)
Bachelor of Laws (LLB) and Accountancy B.B.A.

Advanced Standing
Applicants holding a 13-year school-leaving qualification (including an IB Diploma and GCEAL) or degree transfer students may apply for admission to first-year studies in a degree programme, or admission to a major with Advanced Standing I (non-senior-year). Students admitted with “Advanced Standing I” must achieve a minimum requirement of 90 credit units for graduation, and it is possible to complete the degree in three years.